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President’s Message

Greetings Colleagues
As we are passing through the half way mark of our teaching year, I know
everyone is busy planning festival entries, competition programs and exploring compositional techniques. In all this, I know a lot of you are volunteering your time in your churches, festival committees, arts councils, local
RMT committees and participating in all manner of other creative activities. What a lot of hats we wear and what a lot we accomplish each week!

Everyone knows the adage, “find a job you love and you will never have to
work another day in your life”. This is true for a lot of people and I think especially for people in our profession. Whether I am busy teaching, or at home, I am usually doing something music related. All my activities usually have something to do with my career. I wonder how many other people can say this. Music, for
we teachers is both recreational and our source of income. We are simply never away from it.
This summer my colleague and I are planning a trip to Vienna, Austria. What a wonderful walk through
music history this trip will be! Will this trip be recreational and enjoyable? Absolutely!! We will be immersed in hundreds of years of music history and will we have opportunities to learn things that we can
bring back to our teaching? Yes, to that as well!! What a great combination.
Closer to home, as we move quickly into the festival season, I am looking forward to spending time at the
two local festivals I am involved with. I love festival for several reasons and the chance to visit other teachers during festival week is one of those reasons. Comparing notes, hearing what other teachers have been
doing, seeing the same children year after year and celebrating their musical successes with them – all special treats for me.
So congratulations to all of you for all you do during year, honing your craft, keeping music alive in your
corner of the province and continuing to impact the lives of young people of our province.
Best wishes to all of you!
Laureen Kells

THANK YOU!

SRMTA thanks Catherine Moore for her service and
work with us as our Webmaster and OPUS Editor and
we wish her well in her future endeavours!

Thank you to the Saskatchewan Music Educators Association (SMEA)
for their ongoing sponsorship of our professional development programs.
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SRMTA Objectives
The objectives of the Association shall be:
TO PROMOTE A HIGH STANDARD OF TEACHING


to promote the interest of its members by stimulating them through workshops, masterclasses, and conferences



to promote progressive ideas and methods in the teaching of music



to encourage systematic preparation in the art of teaching and to stimulate the acquirement by its members of a high standard of musicianship and general culture

TO FOSTER AN INTEREST IN THE ORGANIZATION


to promote a spirit of comradeship
and by encouraging members to
serve on branch, provincial and
national councils where appropriate



to encourage and foster the formation of local branches composed
of members of the Association at
suitable centres throughout Saskatchewan



to speak with one voice on provincial and national issues and always
advocate on matters of concern for
the professional musician and for
the student of music

SRMTA Portfolios Available Now! $15.00 ea
Contact lkells@sasktel.net to order!

TO PROMOTE CONTINUING EDUCATION BY AND FOR THE
TEACHER


to encourage the sharing of ideas
that would be useful to members
and students by giving workshops
or writing pedagogical articles for
the Association’s newsletter

TO MAINTAIN THE RECOGNITION OF MUSIC AS A CREDIT IN
HIGH SCHOOL AND IN POST
SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS
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PUBLICATION INFORMATION
OPUS is published three times a year:
October, January, and June

TO PROMOTE AND MAINTAIN THE STATUS
OF PROFESSIONAL MUSIC TEACHERS IN THE
PROVINCE


OPUS SUBMISSIONS
September 15th for October 1 Issue
December 15 for January 15 Issue
May 15 for June 1 Issue
Article submissions must be sent electr onically in an editable format (e.g. Word, .rtf,
or in the body of an email).
Photos (black and white, or colour ) must
be sent electronically as an image file (e.g.
jpg, tiff, pdf). The minimum resolution for
photos is 300 dpi. NOTE: Avoid reducing
the photo to send it by email.
ADVERTISING RATES
Per Issue
Inside front/back, back cover $180.00
Full page—$160
Half Page—$100
Quarter Page—$50
Business Card—$35
Ads need to be submitted by email as a camera ready image. Ads may be submitted in
colour or black and white.
Send all submissions to: OPUS Editor
Email: srmta@sasktel.net
DISCLAIMER
The views and opinions expressed in OPUS are not necessarily those of SRMTA, nor does SRMTA endorse the
products or services advertised in OPUS .

to promote and assist all movements designed to improve the teaching of music and foster the interest of
the public in music and for these purposes to join
with other societies and associations having like
aims and objects in furthering these purposes to promote and maintain the status of professional music
teachers in the province by educating the public on
the importance of a qualified teacher and by encouraging upgrading and by keeping informed through
workshops, periodicals and conferences

SRMTA Code of Ethics
The Saskatchewan Registered Music Teacher
will…….


teach to the best of his/her ability and always
promote a positive professional image



always respect the dignity of the student and
the work of another teacher



keep the trust under which confidential information is exchanged



refrain from proselytizing another teacher’s
students by inducement, innuendo, or insinuation



be candid but kind and objective when advising a student of his/her abilities



have fair and honourable business practices at
all times in dealing with students and the Association



not misrepresent his/her own professional
standing or advertise in a misleading manner

www.srmta.com
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In Memory
Elfriede W. Piller
June 20, 1942 – October 10, 2014
With much sadness we, the members of the Yorkton Branch say farewell to one
of our founding members, Elfriede Piller.
Elfriede Baber was born and raised on a farm near Neudorf. From an early age
she loved music. She was very fortunate to have piano teachers living close by
and for having parents who recognized her talent. Her teachers were Mrs. Minnie
Schell and Mrs. Rosalee Calver.

In 1962 she married Jerry Piller, and they were blessed with two children: Linda
(Alan) Jansen of Neudorf, and Ken (Sharon) Piller. Jerry was very supportive of
Elfriede’s music studies, and she worked very hard to complete her A.R.C.T. in
1964. She taught in Neudorf and surrounding areas from the age of 15 until her
death, a career that spanned 57 years. She also served as a church musician at
Christ Lutheran Church and previously to that at Zion Lutheran Church, where
she played organ from the age of 14. She accompanied many students in Festivals
and community functions, as well as playing for numerous weddings etc.
She has taught many students who have gone on to careers in Music. I am proud to say that I am one of
them. I completed my Grade 10 Piano and A.R.C.T. with Elfriede’s guidance, an achievement that would
never have been possible had she not lived only 2 blocks from me.

She touched many lives in sharing her joy of Music, and her legacy will live on through the many students she taught.
She was predeceased by her parents, her husband Jerry, and a granddaughter, Shalynn. She will be missed
by the Community, by the Yorkton Branch of the Saskatchewan Registered Music Teachers’ Association,
and by her family, friends, and music students.
- Barbara Waldbauer

I expect to pass through life but once. If therefore, there be any kindness I can
show, or any good thing I can do to any fellow being, let me do it now, and not
defer or neglect it, as I shall not pass this way again.
~William Penn
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Convention 2014
In October 17th and 18th, 2014, The Saskatoon Branch of the Registered Music Teachers was proud to host
SRMTA Convention 2014 – “Inspiring the Next Generation”. Event locales – The Park Town Hotel and
Knox United Church – were within walking distance of each other on Spadina Ave. Over 80 RMTs from
around Saskatchewan enjoyed workshops by Dr. Thomas Green, Noreen Wensley and Karen King, Dr.
Helen Pridmore, and Phoebe Voigts.
The signature concert
event on Friday featured
Mary Lou Fallis and Peter
Tiefenbach. It was wonderful to laugh at their antics, although their collective talent and expertise
were never in question.
We also enjoyed Martin
Janovsky who performed
beautifully during the concert reception.
Saturday was a memorable day during which
Marc Durand inspired and
Peter Tiefenbach and Mary Lou Fallis in concert
entertained with piano
master classes and stories. Students from across Saskatchewan performed in 3 sessions. Mr. Durand’s ability as a teacher seems second to no one. What was even more amazing was his personal warmth and generosity. It was a rare privilege to watch him in action with former student Dr. Thomas Yu. We were spell
bound.
Singers from the studio of Diana Woolrich
were able to learn from Mary Lou Fallis
and Peter Tiefenbach at Knox United
Church during 2 vocal sessions held on
Saturday. Lots of learning and some wonderful sources of inspiration were the outcome!!
The annual general meeting went very
smoothly and we were impressed with the
positive energy and warmth from Laureen
Kells and her team.
Thanks for this convention to the hard
working Saskatoon Committee. Many
hours of preparation made for a smoothly
run event.

Convention 2014 Executive Board
Co-Chairs: Bonnie Nicholson and Mar k Tur ner
Treasurer: Lynn Ewing
Park Town Venue Coordinator: Kar en Reynaud
Knox United Church Venue Coordinators: Bonnie Nicholson and Alyssa Thompson
Secretary: Michele Hupaelo
Trade Show: J anice Pater son and Chr is Kelly
Gift Baskets and Door Prizes: Kr ista Simmons and Michele Hupaelo
Publicity: Nor een Wensley, Alyssa Thompson and Megan Gr ier

Volunteers
Eunice Koehler
Kathleen Solose
Shirley England
Michelle Aalders
Michael Harris
Verna Olfert
Bernadette Fanner
Joy Nelson,
Joy McFarlane-Burton
Anne McGilp
Our Sincere Thanks to:
RCM Toronto
Roger and Marie Jolly
Yamaha Piano Centre
University of SK Department of Music
Saskatoon Symphony Orchestra
Saskatoon Camera Club
Lucky B______ Distillery, Saskatoon
Thomas Yu
Jared Tehse

Door prize Donors
Avon – Bea Simpson, The Body Shop, Carlson
Wagonlit Travel – Mary Paterson, Edgewater
Spa, Lynn Ewing, Fiber Art, Glen Gillis,
Michele Hupaelo, Indigo, Martin Janovsky,
Myrna King, Rosanna Parry Photography, Persephone Theatre, Point Optical, Krista Simmons, Lynette Sawatsky, St. John’s Music –
Andy Kesslar, SSO

SRMTA Coffee Break Sponsors
Battleford Branch and Central West Area
Regina Branch and Area
Swift Current Branch and Southwest Area
West Central Branch and Area
Tradeshow Participants
Gustin House (Dr. Joan Halmo)
RCM
SMEA (Valerie Kuemper)
SMFA (Carol Donhauser)
SSO (Mark Turner)
Saskatoon Opera (Karen Reynaud)
Trinity Exams (Lynn Ewing)
U of S (Janice Weber)
Heather Waldner
Yamaha Piano (Marie Jolly)
Angela Kempf (Lia Sophia)
LOOP/Arbonne - Anastasia Winterhalt
Diane Darling (Ellison Travel)
Long & McQuade (John Duggleby)

Developing the Internal Rhythm within our Students
Submitted by Gregory Chase
One of the challenges that music teachers face in teaching is that of teaching students
rhythm. How many of us have pounded on the piano bench while the student was
playing, to enable the student to “feel” the rhythm and maintain a steady tempo?
How many of us have had our students stand up and move to the beat, in an attempt
to feel a steady tempo? How many of us have asked a student to sit on an exercise
ball while playing, and bounce to the beat? How many of us have an exercise trampoline in our studio where we ask students to bounce to the beat? I am sure that
many of us, myself included, have said “I’ve done that,” to one or more of those scenarios. These are all techniques and tools that we use in teaching rhythm. These techniques are used in an attempt to teach the student about rhythm. Often, an even bigger struggle than getting a student to feel the beat and tempo is teaching students how to count the rhythm
so they play with rhythmical accuracy. How we count the rhythm can remedy the first problem of feeling
the beat or playing with an even tempo. Instead of thinking about how we “teach” rhythm to students, perhaps we need to think about how students “learn” rhythm.
In “teaching” rhythm, we as teachers are often quick to say that a quarter note gets one beat and an eighthnote gets half a beat. Or we say that a quarter note is counted as “ta” and two eighth notes are counted as “ti
-ti”, or we take a mnemonic approach where we count the quarter note as “quart-er” or “walk” and eighth
notes as “eighth-note” or “run-ning”. The more common approach is using numbers, 1 + 2 + and 1 e + a 2 e
+ a and so on. Although there are many rhythm-counting systems for “teaching” rhythm, unfortunately
these counting systems lack the context in which students “learn” rhythm.
Here is an example of the importance of context. How would you pronounce the following word “ghoti”?
What would you think if I said the way we pronounce “ghoti” is how we say “fish”? Yes, it is pronounced
“fish”. Let’s put the pronunciation of “ghoti” into context. The “gh” is the “f” sound that we find in
“enough”. The “o” is the “i” sound we find in “women”. The “ti” is the “sh” sound we find in “nation”.
When given the context, we can now understand how “ghoti” could sound like the word “fish”.
Context is everything in learning. As we saw above, “gh” can have a hard “g” sound as in “ghost”, or it can
have an “f” sound as in “enough”. To say that “gh” always has a hard “g” sound would be inaccurate. To
say that “gh” always has an “f” sound is also inaccurate. Once sound is put into context, greater understanding and learning take place. The same is true when it comes to how children learn rhythm. To say a quarter
note always gets one beat is not necessarily accurate. Although it may be accurate in a time signature of 4/4,
it is not accurate in the time signature of 2/2 or 6/8. Dependent on the time signature in which the quarter
note appears, its context changes. If we look at the context, we’ll see the quarter note is equal to one beat in
4/4 time signature, half a beat in a 2/2 time signature, and two-thirds of a beat in a 6/8 time signature. So is
a quarter note really equal to one beat, as so many piano methods “teach” students?
When it comes to learning rhythm it is important that students learn beat functions before they learn the
arithmetic values of individual notes. This can be equated to how children learn language, which uses the
same parts of the brain as learning music. To say to a child that they must be able to read, spell, and write a
word before they can speak it, would only get a laugh from those around us, and probably be accompanied
by a sarcastic comment indicating well wishes of this approach actually being successful with the child
learning the word. Yet, this is often how we teach music.
(continued)
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Students learn rhythm best when they learn rhythm with musical meaning, and in context. Rhythm is comprised of three basic elements: 1) macrobeats, 2) microbeats, and 3) melodic patterns (Gordon, 2012). Macrobeats are the bigger beats or strong beats and provide the foundation for the tempo, i.e. the walking,
marching, or skipping beat:
Macrobeats

Microbeats are the little beats and are the equal division of the macrobeats. In other words, microbeats define metre.
Microbeats

Melodic patterns correspond to the rhythm of the melody or to the rhythm of the text (Gordon, 1971).
As with learning a language, where an individual letter of the alphabet has little meaning without being
grouped with other letters of the alphabet to form a word, so it is with rhythm. A note by itself has no musical meaning or rhythmic context until it is grouped with other notes. In the mind of the listener, a note only
has rhythmic meaning when there is a relationship between two or more notes (or rests), which then make
up a rhythm pattern. Because every rhythmic pattern is indigenous to a specific metre, patterns can be organized according to metrical type. Since the two most common metres are duple metre and triple metre, that
will be the focus here. The same principles apply to irregular time signatures and changing time signatures
within a piece or song.

When it comes to children learning rhythm, they learn best using a counting system that emphasizes metre
and beat function, rather than fractional value name. In other words, a note (or rest) is associated with a
rhythm syllable by virtue of the positional (metrical) relationship of that note (or rest) to the other notes in a
given rhythm pattern and not solely according to its arithmetic value (Gordon, 1971).
The most effective way for children to learn and understand something is through the comparison of similarities and differences. Children learn and understand rhythm best when a rhythmic syllable system differentiates between duple and triple metre. The rhythm syllable of the macrobeat, in all meters, is DU (pronounced
“doo”). Whether it is duple, triple, unusual or irregular, the macrobeat (tempo beat) is always DU. Rhythm
syllables for microbeats (metre beats) in duple meter are DU DE (pronounced “doo day”) and in triple meter
are DU DA DI (pronounced “doo dah dee”):

For unusual (irregular) metre, such as those in five and seven, the macrobeats are divided into groups of
twos and threes. Microbeats are chanted DU BE (pronounced “doo bay”) and DU BA BI (pronounced “doo
bah bee”), respectively.
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When a microbeat in usual or unusual metre is divided, regardless on which macrobeat it appears, TA is always used (Gordon, 2012). The following are examples that include the division of the beats.

One of the challenges in learning rhythm is that “time signature” and “metre” are used synonymously. Time
signatures only refer to the fractional values of a whole note found in a measure. Whereas, metre defines how
macrobeats are divided and grouped. As Edwin E. Gordon stated, “Such is the differences between musicians
and mathematicians” (Gordon, 2012, p. 194).
A great example of the difference between time signature and metre can be found in the time signature of
6/8. At some point, most of us have been taught that 6/8 is compound duple metre. The time signature of 6/8
is labeled as compound duple metre for the purposes of “teaching” the fractional values for notation and theory, but it does not reflect how we hear or audiate1 rhythm. In the time signature 6/8, two macrobeats (dotted
quarter notes) are heard in each measure and each macrobeat is divided into three microbeats (eighth notes).
Metre is not determined by how many notes are grouped in a measure rather, how macrobeats are divided
into microbeats and audiated, regardless of the time signature (Gordon, 2012). To understand this further, let
us take a look at the Christmas carol “Silent Night”. The following table shows “Silent Night” notated in a
variety of time signatures using rhythm syllables based on beat functions below the staff, and variances to
counting with numbers based on fractional values above the staff.
(continued)
1

Audiate or Audiation is a term coined by Edwin E. Gordon. Most of us will understand it as “inner hearing” or hearing music in our mind. However, audiation goes a step further to include hearing with comprehension. It involves hearing and comprehending in one’s mind sound that is not present, or may never have
been physically present. It is not imitation or memorization, but rather hearing music in our head with comprehension. A simple example of audiating would be hearing music in our head and understanding that
what we are hearing is in usual triple metre and in major tonality.
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Enrhythmic2 Notation of Silent Night with Rhythm Syllables
Above the staff: numer ical counting based on fr actional values of notes.

Below the staff: r hythm syllables based on beat functions.

The above examples show how complicated it can be for a child to count using fractional values as the basis for counting rhythm. (To be honest, I have used all forms of this type of numerical counting with my
own students in the past.) Whether the time signature is 3/4, 3/8, 6/4, 6/8, the metre is triple. Chant the
above excerpts (aloud) using both types of counting. Which has a more musical and rhythmic feel to it?

2

Enrhythmic: Rhythm patterns that sound the same but are notated differently. Also, different time signatures are used to notate the same sounding meter. Enrhythmic is to rhythm notation and audiation what
enharmonic is to tonal notation and audiation (Gordon, 2012, p. 394).
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The question that now begs to be asked is, why is this important? When students understand music, they appreciate music more. They understand what they are listening to, or performing. The following is an example
of how well using rhythm syllables works. Having used this approach with my (at the time) five year old son,
after only a couple of months learning rhythm based on rhythm syllables and learning metre first, we thought
we would do an experiment with him. During church we were singing a hymn, one in which was unfamiliar to
him, and we asked him, “What metre is this in?” He stopped his fidgeting, listened, moved to the macrobeats,
audiated the microbeats, and whispered, “Duple metre!” He was correct. It is not uncommon he will hear a
song on the radio, TV, stereo, or at a concert and ask, “What is this in?” referring to the “meter” of the piece.
Going through the process of partial synthesis3 we figure out the answer together. He is now at the stage where
upon hearing something he will ask, “Is this in duple metre?” So far, he’s been accurate 98% of the time. In
the incidences where he is not correct, we bridge back to the partial synthesis level to establish the answer.
As the above example illustrates, when rhythm syllables are based on beat functions and not fractional values
of notes, children can easily and effectively associate the familiar rhythm patterns with music and sounds. After children have learned to audiate beat functions and metre, they are able to group durations in terms of
rhythm patterns and, thus, phrase music expressively. Rhythm syllables based on beat functions advance a
feeling of movement with weight and flow, as well as time and space, when performing rhythm patterns. The
flexibility of rhythm syllables, based on beat functions lend themselves to, and are appropriate for all styles of
music (Gordon, 2012).

References
Gordon, E. E. (1971). The psychology of music teaching. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc.
Gordon, E. E. (2012). Learning sequences in music: Skill, content, and patterns (2012 ed.). Chicago, IL: GIA
Publications.
————————————————————————————————————————————
Gregory is taking his masters degree at the University at Buffalo, State University of New York, where his
studies focus on how children learn and process music.

3

Partial Synthesis: A level of discrimination learning that children go through when learning music. At this
level of learning, students audiate the tonality of series of familiar tonal patterns and metre of a series of familiar rhythm patterns (Gordon, 2012, p. 405).

"Music is a higher revelation than all wisdom and philosophy.
Music is the electrical soil in which the spirit lives, thinks and invents."

~ Ludwig van Beethoven ~
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Canadian Showcase, November 2014
The Yorkton Branch of the Saskatchewan Registered Music Teachers’
Association held another successful Canadian Showcase event this November 28 and 29 at a beautifully decorated St. Andrew’s United
Church. Our showcase is becoming a regular fall event in Yorkton.
Each year we invite a Saskatchewan composer to come and work with
our students for a small cost, giving them an adjudication sheet of
helpful comments and a short master class.
Our clinician this year was Lynette Sawatsky from Saskatoon. She
drove in stormy weather to work with the students Friday afternoon
from 4:00 to 6:00 pm and after a short break for supper continued from
7:00 to 7:45. She then gave a short interactive recital with her daughter Mikaela performing her
new duets. Mikaela also played her violin with
some of Lynette’s songs. Lynette performed some
songs from her new book, “Once Upon a Time”
which has just been published. Then she involved
the students with her songs using egg shakers, and
boom whackers. It was a great time for all as the
interactive approach really worked well for her
and the students.
This event attracted over 70 entries, ages 7 to 16.
What fun they had in a non-stress environment!
Lynette’s positive comments and tiny suggestions
were encouraging to all.
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Competitions & Awards

Entry Deadlines

Lyell Gustin Memorial Piano - Friday, May 29

January 31

Florence Bowes Memorial Piano - Saturday, May 30

January 31

Gordon Wallis Memorial Piano - Saturday, May 30
(all the above are held in Saskatoon)

January 31

Dorothy Bee Memorial Award

January 31

SRMTA/CFMTA Piano - video DVD submission

March 15

Jean McCulloch Memorial Junior Piano - Saturday, May 23
(held in Rosthern)

March 20

CFMTA/SRMTA Student Composer

April 1

Community Music Award

May 1

Summer Music Camp Award

June 1

ALL ENTRY FORMS CAN BE FOUND ON THE SRMTA WEBSITE
Contact Sandra Kerr 306-584-9547 for print copies
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FORM
skerr.srmta@gmail.com

Mail by March 31 to:
Sandra Kerr, Registrar, 45 Martin St., Regina, SK S4S 3W4

NAME:

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

DATE:

DIPLOMA/DEGREES: (how you want this to appear after your name) ________________________________
TEACHING SUBJECTS (for which you are registered):
o Piano

o Voice

o Counterpoint

o Analysis

o Pedagogy

o Other Instrument (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________
o Rudiments (indicate which levels) _________________________________________________________________________
o Harmony (indicate which levels) __________________________________________________________________________
o History (indicate which levels) ____________________________________________________________________________
Other designations (eg. Clinician, Accomp., Adjudicator)
ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________________
CITY: __________________________________

POSTAL CODE: _________________

PHONE#:

E-MAIL:

please print clearly

BRANCH (if applicable):
The Official Journal of the Saskatchewan Registered Music Teachers’ Association, OPUS, is now online (www.srmta.com). E-mail reminders are
also periodically sent.
Please add $20.00 if you wish to have a copy of OPUS mailed to you.
A LATE FEE of $25 assessed for fees submitted after April 12.
Breakdown of fees:
Provincial Membership
CFMTA
Insurance
Total

$85.00
26.00
30.00
$141.00

Opus ($20.00)

___________

Late Fee ($25.00)

___________

Total Amount submitted:

___________ ____

Make cheque or money order payable to “SRMTA”
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SCALES & SCONES
- Simon Fryer
Scales are important. When addressed effectively, they help us keep in touch with the body of our technique and help us advance
the boundaries. I'm a cellist, and I use a daily system that covers scales, arpeggios, and double stops in all keys. We know we
need to practise those scales, and we recognise the difference they make to our playing. Sometimes we need something of a stimulus to get us going, and a little nutrition for stamina.
Let's get started. You'll need:
Your instrument, bow, metronome and concentration
AND:

1 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
4 teaspoons baking powder
1/4 cup white sugar
1/8 teaspoon salt
5 tablespoons unsalted butter

1/2 cup raisins
1/2 cup milk
1/4 cup sour cream
1 egg
1 tablespoon milk
(All that makes 8 scones)

To begin:
Sift the flour, baking powder, sugar, and salt into a
large bowl. Cut in butter until it is in pea sized
lumps. Stir in the raisins. Mix milk and sour cream
together. Pour into the dry ingredients, and stir
gently until well blended. Overworked dough easily spoils scones!
With floured hands, pat scone dough into balls 2 to
3 inches across. Place onto a greased baking sheet,
and flatten lightly. Let the scones barely touch each
other. Whisk together the egg and the tablespoon
of milk. Brush the tops of the scones with the egg
wash. Let them rest for 15 minutes while you preheat the oven to 400 degrees F (200 degrees C).Set
the timer to 15' and go to your instrument.
Set the metronome to 60 beats per minute.
If you like, why not start with some long-tone open strings to get the right arm ready?
Start on the bottom string and work up. Two full bows on each string - 4 beats per bow.
Then, working back down, on each string: four short bows at the heel (about 1/4 of the bow), one full bow, four short bows at the
tip and one full bow to return to the heel.
Keep the sound full and consistent throughout, and manage bow changes carefully so there is no break in the sound.
Now to the scale!
Pick a key (more on this later). Pick a fingering - I favour a shift into note 3, then 3 notes per hand position for 4 octave scales.
Play your chosen scale over 4 octaves (probably less if you're not a cellist) using full bows, 4 beats per bow, 1 bow per note.
Now double the speed of your left hand (still 4 beats per bow but now 2 beats per note).
Double left hand speed again (4 beats per bow - 1 beat per note).
Next play one octave in each bow (2 notes per beat, but 7 notes per bow).
And now two octaves (4 notes per beat, 15 notes per bow)
Finally, all four octaves in one bow (1 bow up and one down). This can be a challenge for both bow and left hand, but if there
wasn't a challenge how fun would that be? Get just a tiny bit further every day and you'll soon be all the way round.
Put the scones into the oven. Bake for 10 to 15 minutes, until the tops are golden brown.
Let's move on to arpeggios while that's going on.
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Same key as the scale, same speed of beat, same number of octaves. 1-142
etc. is a standard fingering.
Play full bows as before but now 3 beats per bow, 1 bow per note.
Next, same bow speed, 3 notes per bow.
Then, still same bow speed, 6 notes per bow and finally 12 notes per bow (all
4 octaves).
If you're a cellist, let's do the arpeggio again and give our thumb something
to do: play as above but with fingering Ϙ 2 Ϙ - Ϙ 2 Ϙ - Ϙ 2 Ϙ - 123.
The scones should be smelling pretty good by now, try to ignore that and
move on to double stops... keep your eye on the time though - you don't want
a bunch of hockey pucks.
Stick with your chosen key and play the scale in 3rds over 3 octaves. The
root note is on the bottom and fingering is straightforward until the thumb
gets involved - better look this one up.
Play as for regular scale (4 beats per note etc.) up to one octave per bow that should be enough.
Scones should be pretty much done by now - take them out and put them on
a rack somewhere to cool.
While they're cooling let's finish off - do 6ths as for 3rds (root now on the
top).
Now octaves. Octaves are hugely important for cellists as they train our lefts
thumbs to root us properly. Generally we would cover 3 octaves in octaves,
using the thumb on the lower note and 3rd finger on the higher.
Consider experimenting with using 4th, instead of 3rd, finger on the middle
two strings. This will help you to smooth out the transition from one pair of
strings to the next in both directions. Play 4 notes on low and middle pair of
strings then continue up the top two. Use the bow as for the 3rds and 6ths.
Lastly, use the same fingering and bowing approaches, and practise arpeggios in octaves. This is demanding work but extremely beneficial once you get
the hang of it (you might want to try a scone before this step).
You're done - reward yourself with a scone! Butter and jam - good, clotted
cream and jam - better. Or just plain, if the guilt is too much for you.
While enjoying your scone, contemplate what you have just accomplished
with the scale.
You have spent 45' or so alone with your instrument. In that time you covered its entire geography working on intonation, sound, and dexterity without
a composer looking over your shoulder, or demands made of you that you
did not choose yourself. On a daily basis this is excellent use of practise time.
I guarantee that within six months of organised scale practise, you'll notice significant change in your playing.
How to proceed. Whatever key you choose as a starting point, move forward one semitone at a time. That way you don't miss out
the keys you like the least. Follow a major key on subsequent days, with harmonic and melodic minors on the same note, so each
key would take 3 days to cover fully.
It might not be a good idea to bake scones every day... Reward yourself as necessary (they can be reheated by wrapping in aluminum foil and heating in oven, or split in half and toasted). When you reach the end of the cycle and have been through every major
and minor key, go for a new batch - that would be every 36 days.
That wasn't so bad was it?
To download the scale system referred to here go to http://www.simonfryer.com/#!teaching/c1c1y
Thanks to Katie Gannon for the scones recipe.
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Restoring an Old Piano
- Laureen Kells, Tuffnell, SK
My Great Grandfather David Corley hails from somewhere in Ontario. My Great Grandmother Rosina
(Mund(t)) Corley was raised near Langenberg Sask. In circumstances unknown to me, they met and on April
24, 1903 they were married. The rest, as they say, is history. In 1909, Great Grandma and Grandpa Corley
moved from Plumas Manitoba, where Great Grandpa had ran a livery business, to a farm near Leslie, Sask.
In the fall of 1925, Great Grandma Corley, by this time a widow, moved from Leslie to a farm just north of
Elfros, Sask. Where this gets really interesting is somewhere along the line Great Grandma and Grandpa
bought a Mason and Risch upright piano. This piano has ended up in my possession.
The Mason Risch piano company dates back to the late 1800’s. They were among the earliest piano makers
in Canada and grew to become a giant of the Canadian piano industry, producing more pianos than any other
company. Their motto was “Great is the Privilege of Achievement” and was reflected in the craftsmanship
of their company. http://www.pianotech.ca/mason-risch.htm
So now we fast forward to 2014. While the exterior of our beloved piano was in fantastic shape, the interior
was sorely in need of some love. Separated cabinet, rusty strings, oh my goodness, is that a coat hanger?
Worn felts, broken pedal mechanism, cracked bridges. On and on it went. To spend the money or not – that
became the question. My non-piano-playing-brother let me lead the way and make the final decision. So this
spring, after some huffing and puffing, our beloved piano was loaded up and off it went to my well trusted
piano technician Luke Wickenhauser of Watson.
“Can you bring it back to life?” I asked. “It has great sentimental value….” He took a look – poked, prodded, sighed, did some mental calculations and announced that yes indeed he was up to the challenge. It
would require major surgery however the efforts would be well worth it in the end. I put my faith in Luke
and with a brief prayer we left our Mason & Risch in his capable hands. “I’ll call you when I’m done” were
his parting words.
Several weeks later, we received the call we were waiting for. The piano was done! Luke was able to devote
more time to it than he had originally thought and he completed all the restoration ahead of schedule. What a
thrill to get to his shop and see the work. To say I was pleased is an understatement. How amazing to sit and
play the same instrument my Great Grandmother would have played. An even more exciting moment was
when my daughter sat and played it.
Among the list of procedures performed on my piano were an original soundboard rejuvenation, new strings,
tuning pins, dampers and associated felt, new hammers on the original shanks, new keybed felt with key
brushings renewed, re brushing hammer
flanges, repair of bridges and piano
frame and a full regulation.

We have since learned that our piano
was built in 1885. How it got from Toronto westward can only be imagined,
but I am sure that when it was built no
one would have guessed that in the far
future of 2014 it would still be making
music and sharing happy family times.
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Introducing SRMTA’s new Webmaster: Michael Eckert-Lyngstad
The SRMTA is pleased to welcome Michael Eckert-Lyngstad as our new webmaster. Michael has been involved in music all his life. His father was the owner of Music Village in Swift Current throughout the 1970s and 1980s and this is
where he was introduced to the guitar. Since that time, he has been exposed to a variety of different music and has
worked to become proficient in them all.
After high school, he took his rudimentary classical guitar training and rock skills to Edmonton where he applied himself to a diploma in Jazz guitar performance at MacEwan University. After performing in Jazz and rock bands and establishing the seeds of a professional teaching career in Edmonton he went on to study classical guitar at the University of
Alberta with Carl Lotsberg, earning bachelor degrees in both music and education at this institution. While attending the
University of Alberta he was introduced to Kevin Marsh and together they formed the Rosette Guitar Duo. This classical
guitar ensemble evolved into a means for the two members to apply their composition skills to three albums of original
guitar duo music. The group saw two extensive tours of Western Canada, several performances as part of music organization programming, and an Alberta-wide feature CBC radio broadcast of one of their concerts of original compositions
from the Francis Winsper Centre for music in Edmonton. Since graduating from
university, Michael has continued his
studies with professor Lotsberg, attended
masterclasses and took private lessons
with some of the world`s leading classical guitarists and generally worked to
improve his performance and teaching
skills independently.
After teaching in the continuing education department at MacEwan University
for 7 years, Michael decided to return
home to Swift Current with his wife in
2012 and has since established a successful private guitar studio there. He
continues to perform regularly as both a
featured performer and as a support musician in classical, jazz, and rock/pop
scenarios most notably including providing support music for the visit of HRH
Prince Edward and for the New West
Summit in Regina this past fall.
As far as the internet is concerned, in
2003, out of necessity and curiosity, Michael began to dabble in computer programming and web design as a working
hobby. Since that time he has designed
websites for his own music group, the
Rosette Guitar Duo, and for his private
studio practice. In 2005 he designed and
built the website for the Edmonton Classical Guitar Society and has maintained
it as their webmaster since then. He is
looking forward to working with the
SRMTA in keeping their web presence
up to date and looking great.
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EXECUTIVE AND BOARD
EXECUTIVE MEMBERS

BOARD MEMBERS

President:
Laureen Kells
Box 57
Tuffnell, SK S0A 4G0
306-272-4762
lkells@sasktel.net

Dorothy Hamm
Box 656
Unity, SK S0K 4L0
306-228-4579
murdot@sasktel.net

Past President:
Audrey Watson
Box 948
Rosthern, SK S0K 3R0
306-232-4933
gawatson@sasktel.net
Vice President:
Lynn Ewing
726 10th St. E.
Saskatoon, SK S7H 0H1
306-652-2240
lewing@sasktel.net
Registrar/Treasurer/Secretary:
Sandra Kerr
45 Martin Street
Regina, SK S4S 3W4
306-584-9547
skerr.srmta@gmail.com
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Marjorie Moldon
Box 746
Foam Lake, SK S0A 1A0
306-272-4221
moldon@sasktel.net
Marjorie Klassen
Box 37
Glenbush, SK S0M 0Z0
306-342-4946
cklassen@sasktel.net
Janice Elliott-Denike
101 Leopold Cresc.
Regina, SK S4T 6N5
306-586-3007
ajdenike@gmail.com

CFMTA First Delegate:
Laureen Kells
Box 57
Tuffnell, SK S0A 4G0
306-272-4762
lkells@sasktel.net
CFMTA Second Delegate:
Lynn Ewing
726 10th St. E.
Saskatoon, SK S7H 0H1
306-652-2240
lewing@sasktel.net
Opus Newsletter Editor
Vacant
Webmaster
Michael Eckert-Lyngstad
820 - 4th Ave. NE
Swift Current, SK S9H 2K6
306-773-0749
michael@guitarsmart.ca
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APPOINTEES of SRMTA 2014-2015
SMEA - Vacant

Archivist
Anne McGilp
35 Porteous Crescent
Saskatoon, SK S7J 2S7
(306) 373-8433
rmtmcgilp@sasktel.net

Lyell Gustin Memorial Piano
Scholarship
Lynn Ewing
726 - 10th Street E.
Saskatoon, SK S7H OH1
(306) 652-2240
lewing@sasktel.net

Dorothy Bee Memorial Scholarship

Jean McCulloch Memorial Junior
Piano Competition
Audrey Watson
Box 948
Rosthern, SK S0K 3R0
306-232-4933
gawatson@sasktel.net

SRMTA Community Music Awards
Sarah Clark Gregory
Box 1124
Watrous, SK S0K 4T0
(306) 946-2160
sclarkgreg@yahoo.ca

Lynn Ewing
726 - 10th Street E.
Saskatoon, SK S7H OH1
(306) 652-2240
lewing@sasktel.net

U of Regina Senate
Kimberly Engen
224 Orchard Crescent
Regina, SK S4S 5B8
(306) 585-7810
engenk@gmail.com

SRMTA Summer Music Camp
Award
Marjorie Klassen
Box 37, Glenbush, SK S0M 0Z0
306-342-4946
cklassen@sasktel.net

Canada Music Week
Dorothy Hamm
Box 656
Unity, SK S0K 4L0
306-228-4579
murdot@sasktel.net

U of Saskatchewan Senate
Kathleen Lohrenz Gable
419 Crean Lane
Saskatoon, SK S7J 3X3
(306) 373-1785
gklh@shaw.ca

SRMTA/CFMTA Student Composer
Competition
Marjorie Moldon
Box 746, Foam Lake, SK S0A 1A0
306-272-4221
moldon@sasktel.net

Royal Conservatory of Music
Kathleen Lohrenz Gable
419 Crean Lane
Saskatoon, SK S7J 3X3
(306) 373-1785
gklh@shaw.ca

Gordon C. Wallis Memorial Piano
Competition
Lynn Ewing
726 - 10th Street E.
Saskatoon, SK S7H OH1
(306) 652-2240
lewing@sasktel.net

Audrey Watson
Box 948
Rosthern, SK S0K 3R0
306-232-4933
gawatson@sasktel.net
Florence Bowes Scholarship
Competition for Piano

Composers Division - Vacant
Canadian National Conservatory
Of Music
Laureen Kells
Box 57
Tuffnell, SK S0A 4G0
(306) 272-4762
lkells@sasktel.net
London College
Mark Turner
231–670 Kenderdine Road
Saskatoon, SK S7N 4W4
(306) 652-4413
turnerstudio@sasktel.net
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Trinity College
Lynn Ewing
726 - 10th Street E
Saskatoon, SK S7H 0H1
(306) 652-2240
lewing@sasktel.net

SMFA
Laureen Kells
Box 57
Tuffnell, SK S0A 4G0
(306) 272-4762
lkells@sasktel.net

Young Artist
Vacant
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BRANCH PRESIDENTS AND SECRETARIES
THE BATTLEFORDS BRANCH
President
Cathy Swerid
Box 241, Battleford, SK S0M 0E0
(306) 937-2305
cathysw@sasktel.net

SASKATOON BRANCH
President
Bonnie Nicholson
519 Steiger Way, Saskatoon, SK S7N 4K2
(306) 373-9739
stephen.nicholson@shaw.ca

Secretary
Diane Neil
Box 24, Unity Sask. S0K 4L0
(306) 228-3782
jdneil228@sasktel.net

Secretary
Michelle Aalders
722 Lynd Crescent, Saskatoon, SK S7T 0C6
(306) 382-9830
m.aalders@sasktel.net

EAST CENTRAL BRANCH
Secretary
Angel Liebrecht
Box 148, Lanigan, SK S0K 2M0
(306) 365-9989
liebrecht.a@sasktel.net

SWIFT CURRENT BRANCH
President - Michael Eckert-Lyngstad

LLOYDMINSTER BRANCH
President
Pam Rollheiser
Box 3012, Lloydminster, SK S9V 1P4
(306)825-4168
nprollheiser@bellevista.ca
PRINCE ALBERT BRANCH
President
Marilyn Lohrenz
303 - 25th Avenue, Prince Albert, SK S6V 4P5
(306) 763-7382
wmlz@shaw.ca
Secretary
Lorna Gibson
405 21st Street West, Prince Albert, SK S6V 4J5
(306) 763-5996
rlgibson@shaw.ca
REGINA BRANCH
President
Diana Woolrich
3066 Angus St., Regina, SK S4S 1P3
(306) 586-5958
woolrich.diana@gmail.com
Secretary
Marina Wensley
3090 Wascana Glen, Regina, SK S4V 2L4
(306) 546-2890
wensleytm@sasktel.net
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820 - 4th Ave. NE
Swift Current, SK S9H 2K6
306-773-0749
michael@guitarsmart.ca
Secretary
Lois Noble
427 - 15th Avenue NE, Swift Current, SK S9H 2X5
(306) 773-1468
noble.one@sasktel.net
Contact Person
Marilyn King
115 MacDonald Place, Swift Current, SK S9H 4A5
(306) 773-3906
c.m.king@sasktel.net
WEST CENTRAL BRANCH
President
Claire Seibold
Box 2024, Rosetown, SK S0L 2V0
(306) 882-3591
rcseibold@sasktel.net
Secretary
Helen Barclay
41 West Road, Kindersley SK S0L 1S1
(306) 463-6695
helen.barclay2@gmail.com
YORKTON BRANCH
President
Karen Muir
227 First Ave. N. Yorkton , SK S3N 1K1
(306) 783-4836
kgmuir12@sasktel.net
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